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This pioneering book chronicles the transformation of
public art in eighteenth-century France. Erika Naginski
appraises how the Enlightenment art of res publica
intersected with historical forces, social movements,
and continental philosophies that brought Western
culture to the cusp of modernity.
Festivals and the French Revolution--the subject
conjures up visions of goddesses of Liberty, strange
celebrations of Reason, and the oddly pretentious cult
of the Supreme Being. Every history of the period
includes some mention of festivals; Ozouf shows us
that they were much more than bizarre marginalia to
the revolutionary process.
A great book about an even greater book is a rare
event in publishing. Darnton's history of the
Encyclopedie is such an occasion. The author explores
some fascinating territory in the French genre of
histoire du livre, and at the same time he tracks the
diffusion of Enlightenment ideas. He is concerned with
the form of the thought of the great philosophes as it
materialized into books and with the way books were
made and distributed in the business of publishing. This
is cultural history on a broad scale, a history of the
process of civilization. In tracing the publishing story of
Diderot's Encyclopedie, Darnton uses new sources--the
papers of eighteenth-century publishers--that allow him
to respond firmly to a set of problems long vexing
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historians. He shows how the material basis of
literature and the technology of its production affected
the substance and diffusion of ideas. He fully explores
the workings of the literary market place, including the
roles of publishers, book dealers, traveling salesmen,
and other intermediaries in cultural communication.
How publishing functioned as a business, and how it fit
into the political as well as the economic systems of
prerevolutionary Europe are set forth. The making of
books touched on this vast range of activities because
books were products of artisanal labor, objects of
economic exchange, vehicles of ideas, and elements in
political and religious conflict. The ways ideas traveled
in early modern Europe, the level of penetration of
Enlightenment ideas in the society of the Old Regime,
and the connections between the Enlightenment and
the French Revolution are brilliantly treated by
Darnton. In doing so he unearths a double paradox. It
was the upper orders in society rather than the
industrial bourgeoisie or the lower classes that first
shook off archaic beliefs and took up Enlightenment
ideas. And the state, which initially had suppressed
those ideas, ultimately came to favor them. Yet at this
high point in the diffusion and legitimation of the
Enlightenment, the French Revolution erupted,
destroying the social and political order in which the
Enlightenment had flourished. Never again will the
contours of the Enlightenment be drawn without
reference to this work. Darnton has written an
indispensable book for historians of modern Europe.
Combining the intellectual history of the
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Enlightenment, Atlantic history, and the history of the
French Revolution, Paul Cheney explores the political
economy of globalization in eighteenth-century France.
The discovery of the New World and the rise of
Europe's Atlantic economy brought unprecedented
wealth. It also reordered the political balance among
European states and threatened age-old social
hierarchies within them. In this charged context, the
French developed a "science of commerce" that aimed
to benefit from this new wealth while containing its
revolutionary effects. Montesquieu became a towering
authority among reformist economic and political
thinkers by developing a politics of fusion intended to
reconcile France's aristocratic society and monarchical
state with the needs and risks of international
commerce. The Seven Years' War proved the weakness
of this model, and after this watershed reforms that
could guarantee shared prosperity at home and in the
colonies remained elusive. Once the Revolution broke
out in 1789, the contradictions that attended the
growth of France's Atlantic economy helped to bring
down the constitutional monarchy. Drawing upon the
writings of philosophes, diplomats, consuls of
commerce, and merchants, Cheney rewrites the history
of political economy in the Enlightenment era and
provides a new interpretation of the relationship
between capitalism and the French Revolution.
The Book Trade in the Age of Enlightenment
Sculpture and Enlightenment
Into Print
When the King Took Flight
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A Literary Tour de France
Rousseau and the Philosophes
Of all the critiques of the Enlightenment,
the most telling may be found in the life
and writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
This searching, long overlooked auto
critique receives its first full treatment
by Mark Hulliung. Here he restores
Rousseau to his historical context, the
world of the philosophes, and shows how he
employed the arsenal of Voltaire, Diderot,
and others to launch a powerful attack on
their version of the Enlightenment. With
great intellectual skill and rhetorical
force, Rousseau exposed the
inconsistencies and shortcomings of the
Enlightenment: the psychology of Locke,
the genre of philosophical and conjectural
history, the latest applications of
science to the study of society and
politics, and the growing interest in
materialist modes of thought. As the
century moved on, Hulliung shows, the most
advanced philosophes found themselves
drawn to conclusions that paralleled
Rousseau's?an agreement that went
unacknowledged at the time. The
Enlightenment that emerges here is richer,
more nuanced, and more self-critical than
the one reflected in many interpretations.
By extracting Rousseau from personal
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entangle-ments that stymied debate in his
time and that mislead critics to this day,
Hulliung reveals the remarkable?and
remarkably unacknowledged?force of
Rousseau's accomplishment. This edition
includes a brilliant new introduction by
the author.
"A collection of essays examining how
print culture shaped the legacy of the
Enlightenment. Explores the challenges,
contradictions, and dilemmas modern
European societies have encountered since
the eighteenth century in trying to
define, spread, and realize Enlightenment
ideas and values"--Provided by publisher.
The French Revolution--that extraordinary
event that founded modern
democracy--continues to provoke a
reevaluation of essential questions. This
volume presents the research of a wide
range of international scholars into those
questions. 58 color illustrations, 10
halftones.
Explores the social, cultural, and
political developments in France in the
period before the Revolution
The Enlightenment and the French Military
Aristocracy
Festivals and the French Revolution
From the Enlightenment to the European
Union
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François Poulain de la Barre and the
Invention of Modern Equality
The Genesis of Modern German Political
Thought, 1790-1800
The French Revolution and Enlightenment in
England, 1789-1832
Exploring the cultural and political significance of
forbidden books in France, a historian considers the
ideological origins of the Revolution and its connections
with the Enlightenment by examining what the French
read in the eighteenth century--with substantial excerpts
included.
France in the EnlightenmentHarvard University Press
In a dual biography crafted around the famous encounter
between the French philosopher who wrote about power
and the Russian empress who wielded it with great
aplomb, Robert Zaretsky invites us to reflect on the
fraught relationship between politics and philosophy, and
between a man of thought and a woman of action.
Darnton has ably mined the available evidence
surrounding the 1749 investigation and string of arrests
for sedition known as the "Affair of the Fourteen" and
produced a remarkable analysis of a subversive Parisian
public discourse that openly attacked the king, his
mistress, new taxes, and an unpopular peace treaty.
Darnton lucidly reconstructs a world where information
traveled through poems and songs set to familiar
melodies; he reminds us that our world of instant
communication, tweets, and 24-hour news cycles is not
as distinctive as we may believe. With rich end matter
that includes the lyrics of poems and songs as well as a
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link to a superb recording of some of the songs by
cabaret artist Helene Delavault, this interdisciplinary
piece is highly recommended for serious students across
the humanities as well as readers with an interest in 18thcentury French culture and politics.
Translating Empire
The Forbidden Best-sellers of Pre-revolutionary France
Enlightenment Now
The Irish Enlightenment
France in the Enlightenment
The Literary Underground of the Old Regime
A benchmark in the history of economics and of political ideas,
Rothschild shows us the origins of laissez-faire economic thought
and its relation to political conseratism in an unquiet world.
“Splendid. . . . [Darnton gives] us vivid, hard-won detail,
illuminating narrative, and subtle, original insight.”—Timothy Garton
Ash, New York Review of Books With his uncanny ability to spark
life in the past, Robert Darnton re-creates three historical worlds in
which censorship shaped literary expression in distinctive ways. In
eighteenth-century France, censors, authors, and booksellers
collaborated in making literature by navigating the intricate culture
of royal privilege. Even as the king's censors outlawed works by
Voltaire, Rousseau, and other celebrated Enlightenment writers, the
head censor himself incubated Diderot’s great Encyclopedie by
hiding the banned project’s papers in his Paris townhouse.
Relationships at court trumped principle in the Old Regime. Shaken
by the Sepoy uprising in 1857, the British Raj undertook a vast
surveillance of every aspect of Indian life, including its literary
output. Years later the outrage stirred by the British partition of
Bengal led the Raj to put this knowledge to use. Seeking to suppress
Indian publications that it deemed seditious, the British held
hearings in which literary criticism led to prison sentences. Their
efforts to meld imperial power and liberal principle fed a growing
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Indian opposition. In Communist East Germany, censorship was a
component of the party program to engineer society. Behind the
unmarked office doors of Ninety Clara-Zetkin Street in East Berlin,
censors developed annual plans for literature in negotiation with
high party officials and prominent writers. A system so pervasive
that it lodged inside the authors’ heads as self-censorship, it left
visible scars in the nation’s literature. By rooting censorship in the
particulars of history, Darnton's revealing study enables us to think
more clearly about efforts to control expression past and present.
This splendid introduction to French literature from 842 A.D. to the
present decade is the most imaginative single-volume guide to the
French literary tradition available in English. Conceived for the
general reader, this volume presents French literature not as a
simple inventory of authors or titles, but rather as a historical and
cultural field viewed from a wide array of contemporary critical
perspectives. The book consists of 164 essays by American and
European scholars, and covers the history of French literature from
842 to 1989.
The mid-eighteenth century witnessed what might be dubbed an
economic turn that resolutely changed the trajectory of world
history. The discipline of economics itself emerged amidst this turn,
and it is frequently traced back to the work of François Quesnay and
his school of Physiocracy. Though lionized by the subsequent
historiography of economics, the theoretical postulates and policy
consequences of Physiocracy were disastrous at the time, resulting
in a veritable subsistence trauma in France. This galvanized
relentless and diverse critiques of the doctrine not only in France
but also throughout the European world that have, hitherto, been
largely neglected by scholars. Though Physiocracy was an integral
part of the economic turn, it was rapidly overcome, both
theoretically and practically, with durable and important
consequences for the history of political economy. The Economic
Turn brings together some of the leading historians of that moment
to fundamentally recast our understanding of the origins and diverse
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natures of political economy in the Enlightenment.
The Sentimental Empiricists of the French Enlightenment
Science in the Age of Sensibility
Mesmerism and the End of the Enlightenment in France
The Contentious French
Revolutionary Commerce
a publishing history of the Encyclopédie, 1775-1800
Celebrated connoisseur, drawings collector, print dealer,
book publisher and authority on the art of antiquity, PierreJean Mariette (1694-1774) was a pivotal figure in the
eighteenth-century European art world. Focusing on the
trajectory of Mariette?s career, this book examines the
material practices and social networks through which
connoisseurs forged the idea of art as an object of empirical
and historical analysis. Drawing on significant unpublished
archival material as well as on histories of science,
publishing, collecting and display, this book shows how
Mariette and his colleagues? practices of classification and
interpretation of the graphic arts gave rise to new
conceptions of artistic authorship and to a history of art that
transcended the biographies of individual artists. To follow
Mariette?s career through the eighteenth century is to see
that art was consolidated as a specialized category of
intellectual inquiry-and that style emerged as its structuring
analytic device-in the overlapping spaces of the collector?s
cabinet, the connoisseur?s portfolio and the dealer?s shop.
Empiricism today implies the dispassionate scrutiny of facts.
But Jessica Riskin finds that in the French Enlightenment,
empiricism was intimately bound up with sensibility. In what
she calls a "sentimental empiricism," natural knowledge was
taken to rest on a blend of experience and emotion. Riskin
argues that sentimental empiricism brought together ideas
and institutions, practices and politics. She shows, for
instance, how the study of blindness, led by ideas about the
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mental and moral role of vision and by cataract surgeries,
shaped the first school for the blind; how Benjamin
Franklin's electrical physics, ascribing desires to nature,
engaged French economic reformers; and how the question
of the role of language in science and social life linked
disputes over Antoine Lavoisier's new chemical names to the
founding of France's modern system of civic education.
Recasting the Age of Reason by stressing its conjunction with
the Age of Sensibility, Riskin offers an entirely new
perspective on the development of modern science and the
history of the Enlightenment.
His writings challenging male supremacy and advocating
gender and racial equality are the most radically egalitarian
texts to appear in Europe before the French revolution."
Historians have traditionally turned to free trade and laissez
faire to explain the development of political economy during
the Enlightenment. Reinert argues that economic emulation
was the prism through which philosophers, ministers,
reformers, and merchants thought about imperialism,
economics, industry, and reform in the early modern period.
Poetry and the Police
The Americans and the French
Catherine & Diderot
Pirating and Publishing
Enlightenment and Revolution

Early in 1788, Franz Anton Mesmer, a Viennese
physician, arrived in Paris and began to promulgate
a somewhat exotic theory of healing that almost
immediately seized the imagination of the general
populace. Robert Darnton, in his lively study of
mesmerism and its relation to eighteenth-century
radical political thought and popular scientific
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notions, provides a useful contribution to the study of
popular culture and the manner in which ideas are
diffused down through various social levels.
The story of how book piracy in pre-Revolutionary
France expanded the reach of the works that would
inspire momentous change.
On a June night in 1791, King Louis XVI and MarieAntoinette fled Paris in disguise, hoping to escape
the mounting turmoil of the French Revolution. They
were arrested by a small group of citizens a few
miles from the Belgian border and forced to return to
Paris. Two years later they would both die at the
guillotine. It is this extraordinary story, and the
events leading up to and away from it, that Tackett
recounts in gripping novelistic style.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A
NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018
ONE OF THE ECONOMIST'S BOOKS OF THE
YEAR "My new favorite book of all time." --Bill Gates
If you think the world is coming to an end, think
again: people are living longer, healthier, freer, and
happier lives, and while our problems are formidable,
the solutions lie in the Enlightenment ideal of using
reason and science. By the author of the new book,
Rationality. Is the world really falling apart? Is the
ideal of progress obsolete? In this elegant
assessment of the human condition in the third
millennium, cognitive scientist and public intellectual
Steven Pinker urges us to step back from the gory
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headlines and prophecies of doom, which play to our
psychological biases. Instead, follow the data: In
seventy-five jaw-dropping graphs, Pinker shows that
life, health, prosperity, safety, peace, knowledge,
and happiness are on the rise, not just in the West,
but worldwide. This progress is not the result of
some cosmic force. It is a gift of the Enlightenment:
the conviction that reason and science can enhance
human flourishing. Far from being a na ve hope, the
Enlightenment, we now know, has worked. But more
than ever, it needs a vigorous defense. The
Enlightenment project swims against currents of
human nature--tribalism, authoritarianism,
demonization, magical thinking--which demagogues
are all too willing to exploit. Many commentators,
committed to political, religious, or romantic
ideologies, fight a rearguard action against it. The
result is a corrosive fatalism and a willingness to
wreck the precious institutions of liberal democracy
and global cooperation. With intellectual depth and
literary flair, Enlightenment Now makes the case for
reason, science, and humanism: the ideals we need
to confront our problems and continue our progress.
Mariette and the Science of the Connoisseur in
Eighteenth-Century Europe
Recasting Political Economy in Enlightenment
Europe
Globalization and the French Monarchy
Harvard Historical Studies
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And the End of the Enlightenment in France. Robert
Darnton
White Freedom
The racist legacy behind the Western idea
of freedom The era of the Enlightenment,
which gave rise to our modern conceptions
of freedom and democracy, was also the
height of the trans-Atlantic slave trade.
America, a nation founded on the principle
of liberty, is also a nation built on
African slavery, Native American genocide,
and systematic racial discrimination.
White Freedom traces the complex
relationship between freedom and race from
the eighteenth century to today, revealing
how being free has meant being white.
Tyler Stovall explores the intertwined
histories of racism and freedom in France
and the United States, the two leading
nations that have claimed liberty as the
heart of their national identities. He
explores how French and American thinkers
defined freedom in racial terms and
conceived of liberty as an aspect and
privilege of whiteness. He discusses how
the Statue of Liberty—a gift from France
to the United States and perhaps the most
famous symbol of freedom on Earth—promised
both freedom and whiteness to European
immigrants. Taking readers from the Age of
Revolution to today, Stovall challenges
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the notion that racism is somehow a
paradox or contradiction within the
democratic tradition, demonstrating how
white identity is intrinsic to Western
ideas about liberty. Throughout the
history of modern Western liberal
democracy, freedom has long been white
freedom. A major work of scholarship that
is certain to draw a wide readership and
transform contemporary debates, White
Freedom provides vital new perspectives on
the inherent racism behind our most
cherished beliefs about freedom, liberty,
and human rights.
Long before the European Union was the
ideal of Europe: a continent politically
united and thereby at peace. In a pointed
warning to Euroskeptics, Stella Ghervas
shows that, for more than 300 years,
European thinkers and political leaders
have sought to achieve peace by pursuing
political unity, with the EU representing
the latest achievement.
The publishing industry in France in the
years before the Revolution was a lively
and sometimes rough-and-tumble affair, as
publishers and printers scrambled to deal
with (and if possible evade) shifting
censorship laws and tax regulations, in
order to cater to a reading public's
appetite for books of all kinds, from the
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famous Encyclopédie, repository of reason
and knowledge, to scandal-mongering libel
and pornography. Historian and librarian
Robert Darnton uses his exclusive access
to a trove of documents-letters and
documents from authors, publishers,
printers, paper millers, type founders,
ink manufacturers, smugglers, wagon
drivers, warehousemen, and accountantsinvolving a publishing house in the Swiss
town of Neuchatel to bring this world to
life. Like other places on the periphery
of France, Switzerland was a hotbed of
piracy, carefully monitoring the demand
for certain kinds of books and finding
ways of fulfilling it. Focusing in
particular on the diary of Jean-François
Favarger, a traveling sales rep for a
Swiss firm whose 1778 voyage, on horseback
and on foot, around France to visit
bookstores and renew accounts forms the
spine of this story, Darnton reveals not
only how the industry worked and which
titles were in greatest demand, but the
human scale of its operations. A Literary
Tour de France is literally that. Darnton
captures the hustle, picaresque comedy,
and occasional risk of Favarger's travels
in the service of books, and in the
process offers an engaging, immersive, and
unforgettable narrative of book culture at
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a critical moment in France's history.
Greece sits at the center of a
geopolitical storm that threatens the
stability of the European Union. To
comprehend how this small country
precipitated such an outsized crisis, it
is necessary to understand how Greece
developed into a nation in the first
place. Enlightenment and Revolution
identifies the ideological traditions that
shaped a religious community of Greekspeaking people into a modern nationstate--albeit one in which antiliberal
forces have exacted a high price.
Paschalis Kitromilides takes in the vast
sweep of the Greek Enlightenment in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
assessing developments such as the
translation of modern authors into Greek;
the scientific revolution; the rediscovery
of the civilization of classical Greece;
and a powerful countermovement. He shows
how Greek thinkers such as Voulgaris and
Korais converged with currents of the
European Enlightenment, and demonstrates
how the Enlightenment's confrontation with
Church-sanctioned ideologies shaped
present-day Greece. When the nation-state
emerged from a decade-long revolutionary
struggle against the Ottoman Empire in the
early nineteenth century, the dream of a
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free Greek polity was soon overshadowed by
a romanticized nationalist and
authoritarian vision. The failure to
create a modern liberal state at that
decisive moment is at the root of Greece's
recent troubles.
Censors at Work: How States Shaped
Literature
Economic Sentiments
The Autocritique of Enlightenment
The Racial History of an Idea
Mesmerism
An Agent of Enlightenment in the French
Revolution
The fall of the Bastille on July 14, 1789 has become the
commemorative symbol of the French Revolution. But this
violent and random act was unrepresentative of the real work of
the early revolution, which was taking place ten miles west of
Paris, in Versailles. There, the nobles, clergy and commoners of
France had just declared themselves a republic, toppling a
rotten system of aristocratic privilege and altering the course of
history forever. The Revolution was led not by angry mobs, but
by the best and brightest of France's growing bourgeoisie:
young, educated, ambitious. Their aim was not to destroy, but
to build a better state. In just three months they drew up a
Declaration of the Rights of Man, which was to become the
archetype of all subsequent Declarations worldwide, and they
instituted a system of locally elected administration for France
which still survives today. They were determined to create an
entirely new system of government, based on rights, equality
and the rule of law. In the first three years of the Revolution
they went a long way toward doing so. Then came Robespierre,
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the Terror and unspeakable acts of barbarism. In a clear,
dispassionate and fast-moving narrative, Ian Davidson shows
how and why the Revolutionaries, in just five years, spiralled
from the best of the Enlightenment to tyranny and the Terror.
The book reminds us that the Revolution was both an
inspiration of the finest principles of a new democracy and an
awful warning of what can happen when idealism goes wrong.
In a dazzling new interpretation of four hundred years of
modern French history, Charles Tilly focuses not on kings and
courtiers but on the common people of village and farm
buffeted by the inexorable advance of large-scale capitalism and
the consolidation of a powerful nation-state. Tilly, author of The
Vendée and many other books, chooses the contention of the
masses as his medium in painting this vivid picture of the
people's growing ability and willingness to fight injustice,
challenge exploitation, and claim their own place in the
hierarchy of power. Contention is not necessarily disorder. The
more we look at contention, says Tilly, the more we discover
order created by the rooting of collective action in everyday
social life through a continuous process of signaling,
negotiation, and struggle. In seventeenth-century France,
ordinary people did not know how to demonstrate, rally, or
strike, but they had standard procedures for expelling a tax
collector, undermining a corrupt official, and shaming moral
offenders. By the end of the eighteenth century, French people
were experimenting with delegations, public meetings, and
popular justice. Through the nineteenth century, with the
growth of an industrial proletariat, they developed an extensive
repertoire of strikes, demonstrations, and direct attacks on
landlords and capitalists, as well as conflicts setting worker
against worker. In the twentieth century, scenarios of protest
expanded to even larger-scale forms such as mass meetings,
electoral campaigns, and broad-based social movements. Rather
than arguing these developments in the abstract, The
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Contentious French provides lively descriptions of real events,
with pauses to make sense of their patterns. The result is a view
of politics with the common struggle for power at its core and
the changing structure of power as its envelope. The
Contentious French is bound to be controversial, and therefore
required reading for specialists in European history, social
movements, and collective action. Its fresh approach will also
appeal to students and general readers.
Library has Vol. 1-5.
Scotland and England produced well-known intellectuals
during the Enlightenment, but Ireland’s contribution to this
revolution in Western thought has received less attention.
Michael Brown shows that Ireland also had its Enlightenment,
which for a brief time opened up the possibility of a tolerant
society, despite a history of sectarian conflict.
Originality and Intellectual Property in the French and English
Enlightenment
The Economic Turn
Conquering Peace
The Empress, the Philosopher, and the Fate of the
Enlightenment
The World of Books on the Eve of the French Revolution
Enlightenment, Revolution, and Romanticism

Are legal concepts of intellectual property and
copyright related to artistic notions of invention and
originality? Do literary and legal scholars have
anything to learn from each other, or should the
legal debate be viewed as separate from questions
of aesthetics? Bridging what are usually perceived
as two distinct areas of inquiry, this interdisciplinary
volume begins with a reflection on the "origins" of
literary and legal questions in the Enlightenment to
consider their ramifications in the postPage 19/20
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Enlightenment and contemporary world. Tying in to
the growing scholarly interest in connections
between law and literature, on the one hand, and to
the contemporary interrogation of "originality" and
"authorship," on the other hand, the present volume
furthers research in the field by providing a dense
study of the legal and historical context to reexamine our current assumptions about supposed
earlier Enlightenment and Romantic ideals of
individual authorship and originality.
Examines the eighteenth-century French writers,
publishers, and booksellers, who avoided official
censorship, influenced public opinion, and affected
the development of the French Revolution
A New History of French Literature
A History of Private Life: Passions of the
Renaissance
The Business of Enlightenment
From Enlightenment to Tyranny
Nicolas-Louis François de Neufchâteau, 1750 - 1828
A Critical Dictionary of the French Revolution
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